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Abstract
Tourism is one of the most important industries in the world. On the one hand, tourism activities provide a
significant boost to many national economies but on the other hand, they severely impact the environment.
Tourism SMEs are therefore needed to transform their activities from a linear economy to a circular economy
(CE). However, the tourism industry has not yet shown a clear and decisive transition towards CE. There is no or
very little academic discussion on why the tourism industry has not yet adopted CE and how tourism SMEs can
adopt CE. In this context, we analyzed a sample of 256 tourism SMEs (hotels and accommodations, travel
agencies, tour operators, and reservation service activities) based in Cyprus, France, Italy, and Spain. Our survey
reveals a ruthless situation regarding the adoption of environmental certifications. There is a very low demand to
adopt an environmental certification in the tourism industry. Moreover, the adoption of CE among tourism SMEs
is not so high. The main factors that hinder the adoption of green or CE practices are lack of funds, lack of
information about potential partners, and lack of skilled personnel. Nonetheless, many tourism SMEs perceive
that CE adoption leads to various positive outcomes. Our study provides some suggestions to facilitate the
transition towards CE in the tourism industry.
Keywords: barriers, circular economy, drivers, environmental certifications, outcomes, sustainable tourism
1. Introduction
Over the past decades, tourism has become an important industry in the world. It is estimated that the tourism
industry contributes to 10.3% of global GDP, accounts for 6.8% of total exports, and provides 1 in 10 jobs
(WTTC, 2020). Tourism is indeed the most important source of income for many countries as 1.3 billion people
travel for business or pleasure every year (UNWTO, 2018). While providing a significant boost to many local
and national economies, tourism activities have been strongly impacting the environment, contributing not only
to environmental degradation but also to the raising of GHG emissions (Pang, McKercher, & Prideaux, 2013).
The tourism industry is currently responsible for 8% of the global GHG emissions (Lenzen et al., 2018), but
future projections are even higher as the number of people traveling around the world will continue to grow by
2030 (UNWTO, 2019). In short, the concept of sustainability has become imperative for the tourism industry not
only to conserve the environment but also to maintain economic growth.
The tourism industry in the EU is considered a powerful means to pursue broader EU employment and growth
objectives. The competitiveness of the tourism industry in the EU is closely linked to its sustainability, which is
understood as environmental, economic, and socio-cultural aspects of tourism development. The EU policies on
tourism development are mainly focused on driving Europe towards maintaining its competitive position as a
leading tourism destination worldwide but at the same time developing more sustainable forms. However, this
can only be possible if tourism SMEs will implement sustainable management in terms of both technological and
non-technological innovations (Jaroszewska, Chaja, & Dziadkiewicz, 2019). Put differently, tourism SMEs will
have to transform their activities from a linear economy model (take-make-dispose) to a circular economy (CE)
model (take-make-use-reuse).
CE is considered vital for sustainable development (Ghisellini, Cialani, & Ulgiati, 2016) and therefore the EU
and several national governments have been urging SMEs for CE implementation (Khan, Daddi, & Iraldo, 2021).
CE is indeed a potential solution to problems such as resource scarcity, climate change, and environmental
pollution. The literature on CE was mainly developed for the manufacturing sector and is still concentrated
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around the same sector (Rodríguez, Florido, & Jacob, 2020). To the best of our knowledge, there is a scarcity of
research on CE in the tourism industry despite the fact this industry is predominantly based on a linear economy.
Although tourism SMEs may adopt an environmental certification and various green or CE practices to reduce
consumption of natural resources, waste generation, and GHG emissions. However, the tourism industry has not
yet shown a clear and decisive transition towards CE (Rodríguez et al., 2020). There is no or very little academic
discussion on why most tourism SMEs are not adopting CE and in case if they want to adopt CE how they may
do so.
In this context, this paper aims to investigate the following questions.
1) How much is the demand for environmental certifications and do tourism SMEs intend to adopt them?
2) What are the drivers and barriers to CE adoption in tourism SMEs?
3) What is the status of CE adoption in tourism SMEs?
4) Which specific green or CE practices do tourism SMEs intend to adopt?
5) What are the outcomes of green or CE practices adoption in tourism SMEs?
The rest of this paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 reviews the literature on sustainable tourism and CE.
Section 3 describes the methodology used to investigate the proposed questions. Section 4 presents the statistical
results. Section 5 discusses these results and point out their implications. Section 6 concludes the discussion,
highlights the limitations, and suggests future research opportunities.
2. Literature Review
Sustainable tourism is defined as “tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social, and
environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, the industry, the environment, and host communities”
(UNWTO, 2005, pp. 11−12). In light of this definition, tourism SMEs are supposed to use resources wisely and
conserve natural heritage and biodiversity. Sustainable tourism aims to “satisfy the need of tourists and hosting
regions and, at the same time, preserves and improves future opportunities” (UNWTO, 1998). Put differently,
sustainable tourism aims to contribute to poverty alleviation and therefore it emphasizes the viability of
economic operations that could provide socio-economic benefits to all stakeholders (i.e., stable employment or
earning opportunities and social services to host communities) (Girard & Nocca, 2017). To develop such a
sustainable industry, tourism SMEs will have to adopt environmental certifications and implement green or CE
practices.
The current economic system is simply unsustainable. Hence, the concept of CE has been gaining increasing
attention not only from scholars but also from policymakers. Lieder and Rashid (2016) pointed out that there are
various possibilities for defining CE. There is still no clear or standard definition of CE. Nevertheless, CE can be
understood as “an economy that is restorative and regenerative by design and aims to keep products, components,
and materials at their highest utility and value at all times” (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015, p. 2). Kirchherr,
Reike, and Hekkert (2017, pp. 224−225) defined CE as “an economic system that is based on business models
which replace the ‘end-of-life’ concept with reducing, alternatively reusing, recycling and recovering materials
in production/distribution and consumption processes, thus operating at the micro-level (products, companies,
consumers), meso-level (eco-industrial parks) and macro-level (city, region, nation and be-yond), with the aim to
accomplish sustainable development, which implies creating environmental quality, economic prosperity and
social equity, to the benefit of current and future generations”.
To stimulate the transition towards CE in the EU, the European Commission proposed a Circular Economy
Action Plan (CEAP) in 2015. CEAP mapped out 54 actions as well as some legislative proposals on waste (EC,
2019). However, the EU recycled on average only 30% of all plastic waste by 2018 and thus the European
Commission announced a European strategy for plastics and set new recycling targets for plastics at a minimum
of 50% by 2025 and 55% by 2030 (Khan, Daddi, Slabbinck, et al., 2020). In the current era, many environmental
certifications exist in the world. An SME may adhere to any national or international certification for improving
environmental performance and obtaining public recognition (Daddi, De Giacomo, Frey, & Iraldo, 2018). The
most widespread and renowned are ISO 14001 and Environmental Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS).
These certifications are recognized by the EU as part of Sustainable Production and Consumption (SCP) tools
that may support the transition towards CE (Marrucci, Daddi, & Iraldo, 2019).
Scholars have recently started to discuss CE in the context of the tourism industry. Girard and Nocca (2017, p.
68) pointed out circular tourism as “a model able to create a virtuous circle producing goals and services without
wasting the limited resources of the planet that are raw materials, water and energy”. However, the literature on
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CE in the tourism industry is still in its early infancy (Rodríguez-Antón & Alonso-Almeida, 2019). It is
understood that by applying the principles of CE, tourism SMEs can contribute to sustainable tourism. The
hotels and accommodations have been already implementing some green practices focused on energy efficiency,
water efficiency, and recycling waste (Erdogan & Baris, 2007). Green practices are defined as “a profitable
business strategy that adds value to tourism operations that involve environmental conservation initiatives” (Kim,
Lee, & Fairhurst, 2017). Green practices provide opportunities for sustainability and long-term recreation
activities (Merli, Preziosi, Acampora, Lucchetti, & Ali, 2019), and so by implementing green or CE practices
tourism SMEs can reduce their negative impacts on the environment and attract green customers.
In the past two decades, scholars have widely discussed green practices (Ma, Hou, Yin, Xin, & Pan, 2018). They
mainly focused on the drivers of green practices. While some scholars investigated the relation between green
practices and profitability (Donald, 2009; Yang, Zhang, Jiang, & Sun, 2015), others studied the effect of green
practices on customer satisfaction and purchasing intentions in the hospitality industry (Chen & Tung, 2014; Gao
& Mattila, 2014; Kassinis & Soteriou, 2015; Kim et al., 2017; Yusof, Jusoff, Ibrahim, & Awang, 2017). Some
scholars have studied to what extent tourism development impacts the quality of the environment (Erdogan,
2009; Kasim, 2007). However, to the best of our knowledge, there is a scarcity of research on the adoption of CE
from an organizational perspective, particularly in the tourism industry. Moreover, the literature lacks evidence
on green practices adoption in travel agencies and tour operators.
3. Methodology
To investigate the adoption of CE and environmental certifications in the tourism industry, we adopted a
quantitative research approach and carried out an online survey among tourism SMEs in Cyprus, France, Italy,
and Spain. It is worth noting that tourism contributes to employment and GDP in many countries, especially in
the EU, where 5 countries are among the top 10 tourism destinations in the world (Rodríguez et al., 2020).
Furthermore, the EU has been taking various initiatives to facilitate CE implementation. The European
Commission has recently adopted a new CEAP for a cleaner and more competitive Europe (EC, 2020). Hence, a
sample from the above-mentioned EU countries fit perfectly to investigate our proposed questions.
As a first step, we reviewed relevant literature and accordingly developed our survey questionnaire. Next, we
asked four academicians and practitioners to review the suitability and contents of our survey questionnaire. In
this way, we further improved the quality of our survey questionnaire. Afterward, we translated the survey
questionnaire into regional languages (French, Italian, Spanish, and Greek) with the help of project partners. We
assumed that questionnaires in regional languages may increase the response rate.
We extracted a list of tourism SMEs through the ORBIS database. Then, we randomly selected a sample of 5000
SMEs. Finally, we invited those SMEs via SurveyMonkey to participate in our study which remained active
from January to March 2021. In parallel, we requested our project partners to disseminate the online survey link
to SMEs by involving local associations. Although we sent reminder messages in due time, we just got 256
responses at the end of the survey. It is worth mentioning that most of the tourism SMEs that responded to our
online survey are micro-enterprises with a low annual income (see Table 1).
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Table 1. D
Description of sample
s
Characteriistics
Country

Type of Orrganization (NAC
CE)

Number off Employees

Annual Inccome

Respondennt Profile

Descriptioon
Cyprus
France
Italy
Spain
Hotels annd similar accomm
modation (55.10)
Holiday aand other short-staay accommodationn (55.20)
Travel aggency activities (799.11)
Tour operrator activities (799.12)
Other reseervation service annd related activities (79.90)
1−5
6−9
10−25
26−49
50−99
100−249
More thann 250
Less thann 1,000,000 Euro
1,000,0000−2,000,000 Euro
More thann 2,000,000 Euro
Owner
Manager
Other

Frequency
23
42
131
60
129
51
39
27
10
132
49
51
9
10
3
4
180
34
42
161
71
24

Percentage (%))
9.0
16.4
51.2
23.4
50.4
19.9
15.2
10.5
3.9
51.6
18.4
19.9
3.5
3.9
1.2
1.6
70.3
13.3
16.4
62.9
27.7
9.4

4. Results
4.1 Generaal Perceptionss
We found that 86.3% off tourism SME
Es are aware off the concepts of sustainability and CE. Inn other words, most
SMEs knoow the potentiaal benefits of C
CE and therefo
fore they generrally possess a positive attituude towards CE. In
particular, 90.5% of SM
MEs perceive thhat CE is beneeficial for the w
whole society and 84.5% off SMEs believe
e that
CE adoption would givee them great m
moral satisfactiion. However, only 26.1% oof SMEs stronggly believe tha
at CE
is financiaally rewarding for their businness. It is worthh noting that 77.9% of SMEs believe that C
CE is not financ
cially
rewarding for their businness and 27.9%
% do not have a clear stance on this statement (see Figuree 1).

Figure 1. G
General percepptions
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We found that 62.4% off SMEs agree thhat most people inside their organization aare in favor to adopt CE, whiich is
certainly a good sign to accelerate thee transition tow
wards CE in thhe tourism inddustry. In contrrast, only 11.9% of
SMEs stroongly believe thhat customers demand or waant to see them
m adopting CE
E. Put differently, 14.6% of SMEs
S
explicitly indicated that they do not fface pressure from customeers to adopt CE
E while 39.4%
% of SMEs ne
either
agree nor disagree with this statementt (see Figure 1). We can say that lack of puush from custoomers is one of
o the
reasons, orr demotivatingg factor, why m
most tourism S
SMEs are not aadopting CE.
We noted that the signiificance of suustainability haas increased aafter the COVIID-19 or coroonavirus pande
emic.
Almost 755% of SMEs agree with thhis statement while 9.3% ddisagree. Althoough coronavvirus pandemic
c has
affected allmost everythiing, tourism SM
MEs are amonng the most afffected ones. W
We asked touriism SMEs whether
they know
w how to recover the loss, inccrease profit, aand sustain theiir business afteer the coronavirus pandemic. It is
unsurprisinng that only 7.1% of SMEs strongly belieeve that they ccan recover annd sustain theirr business afte
er the
coronaviruus pandemic while
w
31.4% seeem to be a biit confident to tackle this sittuation. Howeever, 20% of SMEs
S
seem to bee despair and 41.6%
4
do not hhave a clear staance on this staatement.
4.2 Status, Demand, andd Intention to A
Adopt Certificaations
Es do not have any sort of cerrtification. Onnly 9.0% and 22.7% of SMEs have
We found that 77.7% off tourism SME
Es are certified with
ISO 9001 and ISO 140001 certificationns, respectivelyy. Moreover, oonly 6.3% and 1.2% of SME
EU Ecolabbel and EMAS
S, respectively (see Figure 2).

Figgure 2. Status of certificationns adoption
There mayy be several reasons why most tourism
m SMEs do noot have adoptted environmeental certificattions.
Nonetheless, a prominennt reason as inndicated by S
SMEs is that thhere is a veryy low demand or expectation
ns of
partners, ssuppliers, and trade associaations to adopt an environm
mental certificaation or ecolaabel scheme in
n the
tourism inndustry. 50% of
o SMEs responnded that there is a low dem
mand to adopt an environmenntal certificatio
on or
ecolabel sccheme while only
o
14.4% off SMEs responnded that theree is high demaand. Interestinggly, the deman
nd or
expectations of customerrs for green prroducts or servvices is relativeely higher. 35.1% of SMEs bbelieve that the
ere is
a high dem
mand for greenn products or seervices while 226.2% disagree with this stattement (see Figgure 3).

F
Figure
3. Demaand for certificcations and greeen products oor services
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There are m
many internatiional environm
mental certificaations or ecolaabel schemes. F
For instance, IISO 14001, EM
MAS,
EU Ecolabbel, Green Gllobe, Green K
Key, Travelife,, Biosphere T
Tourism, EarthhCheck, Nordiic Swan, and Blue
Angel, etc. Neverthelesss, an SME mayy prefer to adopt national envvironmental ceertifications. T
Therefore, we asked
a
tourism SM
MEs whether they knew listted certificatioons. Moreoverr, to predict w
whether the currrent situation (low
adoption rrate) would im
mprove, we asked about theeir intention toowards listed ccertifications. Surprisingly, most
SMEs did not know aboout listed certiffications or othherwise are noot considering their adoptionn. It is worth noting
that only 44.3% and 5.1%
% of SMEs hhave successfuully adopted IS
SO 14001 andd EU Ecolabell, respectively (see
Figure 4).

Figure 44. Intention to aadopt certificaations or schem
mes
4.3 Status of CE Adoptioon
We foundd that most SMEs are focuused on recyccling and reduucing measures. 47.3% off SMEs have been
successfully implementiing recycling waste while 119.1% of SME
Es have been initiating it. 34% of SMEs are
already reeducing energyy consumptionn and food w
waste. 32.4% and 31.6% off SMEs have been successsfully
implementting measures to reduce plasstic use and waater consumption, respectivelly (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Sttatus of CE adooption
m SMEs aree not interesteed in the reusinng strategy off CE. 36.3% oof SMEs respo
onded
It is worthh noting that most
that they aare not doing nor
n consideringg reusing wateer and/or wasteewater. A veryy low preferennce for this pra
actice
may be duue to hygienicc reasons. It sseems to be ssurprising thatt 25.4% of SM
MEs have no interest in reu
using
furniture, small appliannces, and amennities. Perhapps, luxury andd comfort are the priority oof most hotelss and
accommoddations and so this practice iis least preferrred by them. Inn short, the ovverall level of CE adoption in the
tourism seector is not highh (see Figure 55).
4.4 Driverrs, Barriers, annd Intention to Adopt Green or CE Practicces
An SME m
may have two or more driverrs (motivatingg factors) for addopting green or CE practices. The majoriity of
tourism SM
MEs indicatedd that the top drivers for addopting green oor CE practicees are to imprrove environm
mental
performannce, quality of services, and ppublic reputatiion. In contrastt, the least impportant drivers for adopting green
g
or CE praactices are to keep up with main compettitors, to imprrove relations with supplierrs, and to satisfy a
request froom trade assocciations (see F
Figure 6). It im
mplies that theere is a low pressure from ssuppliers and trade
associationns to adopt greeen or CE pracctices as well aas negligible coompetition forr CE ideas amoong tourism SM
MEs.
Some schoolars point outt that pressure from customeers and compettitors may accelerate the trannsition toward
ds CE
(Khan, Daaddi, & Iraldo, 2020).
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Figure 66. Drivers for aadopting greenn or CE practicces
m SMEs are lac
ck of
We found that the mainn factors that hhinder the adopption of greenn or CE practicces in tourism
onded
funds, infoormation abouut potential paartners, and skkilled personneel. Unsurprisinngly, 78.8% of SMEs respo
that lack oof funds causess hindrance in the adoption oof green or CE
E practices. CE
E solutions oftten need signifficant
investmennts while SMEss usually do noot have such innvestments. 666.3% of SMEss responded thaat they do not have
informatioon about potenntial partners w
who may assisst them in the transition tow
wards CE, whiile 64.5% of SMEs
S
indicated tthat they do noot have skilled personnel to implement greeen or CE practtices (see Figuure 7).

Figure 77. Barriers to aadopting greenn or CE practicces
To understand the curreent situation annd to know whhich are the m
most preferred green or CE ppractices, we asked
a
tourism SM
MEs whether they intend oor have alreaddy adopted the listed practiices. The com
mmon green or CE
practices that most touurism SMEs have already adopted are the installatiion of energyy-efficient lighting
equipmentt, double-glazed windows, motion sensoor light switchhes, water-effficient fittings, and encoura
aging
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customers for public trannsport or bicycle (see Figuree 8). The mostt unfavorable ggreen or CE ppractices that SMEs
S
do not inteend to adopt innclude collectioon and use of rrainwater, insttallation of eneergy-efficient kkitchen, installation
of filteredd water bottling system to reeuse glass botttles, optimizaation of laundrry operations, and installatio
on of
solar waterr heating systeem. Nevertheleess, the majority of SMEs are keen to adoppt many green practices inclu
uding
but not limited to the formulation oof a sustainabbility policy, ssustainable toour packages, installation of car
charging sstation nearby facility, installlation of smartt thermostats, purchase of foood or other prroducts considering
green proccurement criterria, and so on ((see Figure 8)..

Figure 8. Inntention to adoopt specific green or CE pracctices
mes of Green or
o CE Practicees Adoption
4.5 Outcom
Scholars hhave demonstraated that the addoption of green or CE practtices provides several positivve outcomes (K
Khan,
Daddi, & IIraldo, 2020). We found thaat tourism SME
Es who adopteed green or CE
E practices gott positive outco
omes
too. It is w
worth noting thhat 62.2% of S
SMEs indicateed that their reeputation towaards customerss and supplierss was
improved. 61.7% of SM
MEs respondeed that their eenvironmental impact was reduced whilee 55.8% of SMEs
S
respondedd that their quaality of servicees was improveed (see Figuree 9). However,, many SMEs indicated that their
financial aaspect was leaast improved ccompared to other aspects. S
Simply put, 299.0% of SMEss strongly disa
agree
with the sstatement that their annual turnover was increased andd 26.3% of SMEs stronglyy disagree with
h the
statement tthat their profiit growth was increased.
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Figure 9.. Outcomes off green or CE ppractices adopttion
5. Discusssion
Our study focused on multiple
m
objectives. We analyyzed environm
mental sustainabbility among toourism SMEs from
various peerspectives succh as drivers, bbarriers, and ooutcomes for aadopting greenn or CE practiices. Moreoverr, we
investigateed the adoptionn level of environmental cerrtifications in the tourism inndustry. This ppaper contributtes to
the ongoinng academic deebate on sustaiinable tourism
m by providing a comprehenssive view of thhe situation. Simply
put, unlikee most of the previous
p
studiees, we did not oonly analyze thhe perceptionss of owners or managers from
m the
hotels or aaccommodatioons but also annalyzed the peerceptions of oowners or mannagers from trravel agencies, tour
operators, and other resservations. Thhis paper provvides useful innsights for both scholars annd practitionerrs by
analyzing the adoption level of greenn or CE practtices as well aas by analyzinng the demannd of supplierss and
customers for environmeental certifications and greenn products or sservices.
Our resultss show a ruthleess situation reegarding the addoption of certtifications. Thee majority of tthe sample declared
to not havve any sort of certification.
c
M
Moreover, environmental cerrtifications succh as EU Ecollabel or ISO 14001
have a low
wer adoption raate than a quallity certificatioon such as ISO
O 9001. Our reesults confirmeed previous stu
udies
on the low
w diffusion of EU Ecolabel ((Iraldo & Barbberio, 2017; M
Marrucci, Iraldoo, & Daddi, 2021). Accordin
ng to
some schoolars, tourist accommodatioon is one of the less purchhased EU Ecolabel categorries by consu
umers
(Marrucci et al., 2021; Preziosi,
P
Touraais, Acampora, Videira, & M
Merli, 2019). Thhis trend is alsoo confirmed by
y our
analysis w
which indicatedd that supplierrs, trade assocciations, and ccustomers have low expectaations connected to
green accoommodation, even
e
though coonsumers regisstered slightly higher attentioon on sustainabbility.
Despite thhe negative treend in the adooption level oof certificationns, the majoritty of the sampple showed a very
positive atttitude towardss environmentaal sustainabilitty. However, oour analysis hiighlighted a tw
wofold tendenc
cy on
the diffusiion of green or
o CE practices among touurism SMEs. O
On the one haand, respondents recognized
d the
importancee of sustainabbility and its ppositive influennce on societyy as well as unnderlined the benefits of CE
E for
their organnizations but on
o the other hhand, they did not perceive a financial rew
ward from thee adoption of green
g
practices nnor they felt prressure from cuustomers to booost environmeental sustainabbility in the touurism industry.
To avoid a biased analyssis due to the ccoronavirus paandemic whichh has strongly affected the toourism industry
y, we
added som
me questions sppecifically deddicated to this aspect. Our suurvey results sseem to be moore surprising if we
assume thhat practically all respondennts are fully aw
ware of the im
mportance of fostering susttainability afte
er the
coronaviruus pandemic. They
T
declared a high-level aw
wareness but aat the same tim
me, they claimeed to not know
w how
to sustain their business which indeed indicates theirr low level of knowledge onn green or CE practices. Thiss low
level of knnowledge wass also confirmeed regarding tthe environmenntal certificatiions specificallly dedicated to the
tourism inndustry. A majjority of the sample declareed to not awarre of the existence of the lissted environm
mental
certificatioons. If we addd to this grouup those SME
Es, who are nnot willing to adopt despitee knowing a listed
l
certificatioon, this majoritty becomes aroound 90% of thhe whole sampple.
Our study though focuseed on the tourrism industry, but our resultss are in line w
with previous sstudies that foc
cused
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on green certifications in other industries. Environmental certifications are facing a difficult time due to two
main issues which are indeed the two faces of the same coin. On the one side, the raising of the greenwashing
phenomenon (i.e., the process of conveying a false impression or providing misleading information about how a
company’s products are more environmentally sound) is damaging the credibility of the environmental
certification (Testa, Boiral, & Iraldo, 2018). Although consumers are interested in green and circular products
(Testa, Iovino, & Iraldo, 2020; Yang, 2017) but they are more skeptical of environmental certification reliability
(Martín-de Castro, Amores-Salvadó, Navas-López, & Balarezo-Nuñez, 2017). On the other side, the synergies
between environmental certifications such as ISO 14001, EMAS, and EU Ecolabel with the CE are not yet fully
exploited (Marrucci et al., 2019).
Although these certifications are part of SCP tools, their contribution to CE transition is still scant (Marrucci et
al., 2019). In addition to EMAS and EU Ecolabel, even product/organization environmental footprint (PEF/OEF),
the EU version of the life cycle assessment (LCA) should take into account by the tourism industry as a useful
strategy not only to boost sustainability into their activities but also to communicate to all stakeholders their
efforts and commitment towards the environment. The adoption of these tools or other similar tools such as
carbon footprint would allow tourism SMEs to achieve a twofold objective. First, they would be able to identify
their environmental hotspots i.e., the most impactful activities from an environmental point of view. In this way,
they can identify the best solution, to reduce their pressure on the environment, fostering CE facing climate
change. Second, they would be able to quantify the environmental savings obtained by the adoption of the green
practices using a different unit of measures such as tons of CO2, etc. SMEs from different sectors have already
started this path and thus obtaining successes both in terms of both economic savings and environmental
performance (Daddi, Nucci, & Iraldo, 2017; Marrucci, Marchi, & Daddi, 2020).
This paper highlights a substantial stillness and aversion towards the adoption of green or CE practices,
regardless of the typology of the activities. The main barriers that we identified are the lack of financial
resources and the lack of information about potential partners. Thus, despite tourism SMEs recognized a desire
to improve their environmental performance, the lack of benefits in terms of turnover, profit growth, and
reputation among clients is hampering the adoption of green or CE practices.
6. Conclusion
This paper contributes to the debate on the adoption of green or CE practices in the tourism industry. Through
our online survey in hotels, accommodations, travel agencies, and tour operators, we approached the topic from
different points of view considering several managerial and technical issues connected with sustainable tourism
development. Even though limited to the sample, we can draft some recommendations based on our study. Our
results seem more similar to a qualitative study rather than a quantitative, they can be the basis for a deeper and
wider analysis of the whole sector.
As regards the drivers that push tourism SMEs to adopt green practices, the possibility to improve their
environmental performance and to increase the quality of the service are the main reasons perceived by the
sampled SMEs. The main issues that hindered the widespread of green or CE practices are mainly economic.
Indeed, the lack of funds and the lack of return in terms of financial benefits such as increased turnover and
profit, are respectively the main barrier and the less perceived benefits for the adoption of green or CE practices.
Moreover, respondents indicated energy-efficiency practices such as double-gazed windows and LED lighting
equipment as the most suitable green practices for their organizations. Lastly, even though tourism SMEs are
declared to have a high level of awareness on environmental issues such as climate change and resource
consumption, at the same time their level of knowledge on the strategy to reduce their environmental impact is
limited.
Policymakers can contribute to overcoming both the economic and the informative barriers. As regards the lack
of funds, economic investments may be financed, and subsidies may be channeled from governmental
organizations towards those tourism SMEs which prompt the adoption of green or CE practices. As regards the
lack of knowledge, policymakers may foster training courses on sustainable tourism engaging also trade
associations and chambers of commerce in order to increase the widespread of these activities. As regards
environmental certifications, even on this issue policymakers can have a central and crucial role. To foster their
adoption among tourism SMEs, policymakers may prompt some form of regulatory relief, such as extended
duration of some permits, reductions in financial guarantees, and tax reductions, to facilitate and support SMEs
in the path to the adoption of environmental certification. This strategy may help also to revitalize some
certifications whose number of registration are significantly decreasing (Daddi et al., 2018).
This paper, besides its merits, has some limitations. We followed the recommended guidelines to ensure the
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quality of the data. However, social desirability bias which is commonly found in surveys could not be ruled out.
In other words, the respondents’ perceptions may not coincide with the objective and rational reality. Moreover,
this paper is limited to the sample size of 256 SMEs from four EU countries. Therefore, the results of this paper
may only be generalized to other countries with caution. One of the main limitations of this paper can also be a
future topic to investigate. Indeed, our analysis did not fully consider consumers’ awareness, perception, and
willingness to buy sustainable accommodation. Future studies may in-depth analyzed these aspects also
investigating the relationship between consumers’ purchasing choices and environmental certification of tourist
accommodations.
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